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BEFORE THE JUVENILE JUSTICE BOARD, BONGAIGAON 

 

PRESENT: S. HANDIQUE, PRINCIPAL MAGISTRATE 

Sri. D.C. Basak, Member, JJB 

Smti. R. Choudhury, Member, JJB 

 

 

 

JJB Case no. 8/14 

(G.R. Case no. 380/14) 

(U/S 366 (A) IPC) 

 

State 

 

v. 

 

Mahibul Islam 

 

 

For prosecution:  Mr. T. Bhowmik, APP 

For defence: Mr. M. Rahman, Advocate 

Evidence recorded on: 19-2-15, 26-2-15 

Accused examined u/s 313 Cr. P.C on:  

10-3-15 

Arguments heard on: 10-3-15 

Judgment delivered on: 10-3-15 

 

 

JUDGMENT 

 

1. The prosecution in this case was set into motion with the filing of an FIR by 

Msstt. Sakina Khatun Mandal w/o Abdul Hussain Mandal , r/o Tengnamari, 

Abhyapuri  in the Abhyapuri P.S. stating therein that her daughter Miss „X‟ 

(name withheld) was abducted by Mahibul Islam, s/o Jabbar Miya, r/o 
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Nampara and his friend Rajibul Ali on 2-6-14 while her daughter was strolling  

in front of her residence. She further alleged that she went to the residence 

of Mahibul Islam but his family had kept her daughter hidden in some 

undisclosed location. Hence, she fears that her daughter might be trafficked 

out of the state. The FIR dtd 5-6-14 was registered as Abhyapuri P.S. Case 

no. 196/14 u/s 366 (A)/34 IPC.  The police investigated the case and arrested 

Mahibul Islam and produced him before the ld. SDJM (M), Abhyapuri and he 

was sent to judicial custody. However he was declared to be a juvenile in due 

course of time and the case was forwarded to the Juvenile Justice Board, 

Bongaigaon. The juvenile was released on bail by this Juvenile Justice Board, 

Bongaigaon. 

2. After investigation, the police filed charge sheet against the juvenile u/s 366 

(A) IPC and the same was forwarded to this Board. The juvenile was then 

summoned and allowed to remain under previous bail. In due course of time 

he was served with necessary copies. The particulars of offence u/s 366 (A) 

IPC were explained to the juvenile to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed 

trial. 

3. During enquiry three witnesses were examined including the complainant and 

the victim. Juvenile was examined u/s 313 Cr. P.C. wherein he stated that he 

and the victim were in love and so they had eloped. Heard arguments from 

both the sides. The following point for determination has been framed: 

 

 

 

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

 

1. Whether the juvenile on 2-6-14 at Abhyapuri induced Miss „X‟, aged 17 

years, to elope with him in order to compel her accompany him or to 

have illicit intercourse with him and thereby committed an offence 

punishable u/s 366 A IPC? 

 

DISCUSSIONS, DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF: 

 

DECISION ON POINT NO. 1 
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4. The juvenile is charged with an offence of enticing a minor girl to accompany 

him or to have illicit intercourse with him. The prosecution argued that the 

offence of kidnapping as laid down in section 366 A IPC was complete as 

soon as the minor left her parents‟ house on inducement of marriage. Per 

contra, the ld defence counsel argued that the element of inducement is 

missing in this case as the girl left her home willingly and joined the accused. 

It was also argued that the juvenile and the girl got married and are leading 

conjugal life at present.  I have pondered over the rival contentions and 

perused the evidence carefully. 

5. The relevant sections of law that we are concerned with are section 361, 

section 366 A  IPC.  Section 361 IPC defines kidnapping from lawful 

guardianship as follows— 

  

Whoever takes or entices any minor under sixteen years of age if a male, or 

under eighteen years of age if a female, or any person of unsound mind, out 

of the keeping of the lawful guardian of such minor or person of unsound 

mind, without the consent of such guardian, is said to kidnap such minor or 

person from lawful guardianship. 

 

6. Section 366A IPC punishes the act of  procuration of minor girl — 

Whoever, by any means whatsoever, induces any minor girl under the age of 

eighteen years to go from any place or to do any act with intent that such girl 

may be, or knowing that it is likely that she will be, forced or seduced to illicit 

intercourse with another person shall be punishable with imprisonment which 

may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to fine.  

 

Thus the basic ingredients of this section are:  

a. inducement of a minor girl 

b. inducement of a minor girl to go from any place or to do any act 

c. such inducement is with the knowledge that she will be forced or 

seduced to illicit intercourse with another person. 
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7. In this regard we can  refer to the decision of the hon‟ble Supreme Court of 

India in the case of S. Varadarajan vs State Of Madras, 1965 AIR 942 

{1965 SCR (1) 243 }. In this above cited case,  a minor girl had initially 

left her home willingly and joined the accused later on. It  was  held by the 

hon‟ble Apex Court as follows : 

 

“ It must, however, be borne in mind that there is a distinction 

between "taking" and allowing a minor to accompany a person. The 

two expressions are not synonymous though we would like to guard 

ourselves from laying down that in no conceivable circumstance can 

the two be regarded as meaning the same thing for the purposes of 

s. 361 of the Indian Penal Code. We would limit ourselves to a case 

like the present where the minor alleged to have been taken by the 

accused person left her father's protection knowing and having 

capacity to know the full import of what she was doing voluntarily 

joins the accused person. In such a case we do not think that the 

accused can be said to have taken her away from the keeping of 

her lawful guardian. Something more has to be shown in a case of 

this kind and that is some kind of inducement held out by the 

accused person or an active participation by him in the formation of 

the intention of the minor to leave the house of the guardian. It 

would, however, be sufficient if the prosecution establishes that 

though immediately prior to the minor leaving the father's 

protection no active part was played by the accused, he had at 

some earlier stage solicited or persuaded the minor to do so. In our, 

opinion if evidence to establish one of those things is lacking it 

would not be legitimate to infer that the accused is guilty of taking 

the minor out of the keeping of the lawful guardian merely because 

after she has actually left her guardian's house or a house where 

her guardian had kept her, joined the accused and the accused 

helped her in her design not to return to her guardian's house by 

taking her along with him from place to place. No doubt, the part 

played by the accused could be regarded as facilitating the 

fulfilment of the intention of the girl. That part, in our opinion, falls 
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short of an inducement to the minor to slip out of the keeping of 

her lawful guardian and is, therefore, not tantamount to "taking". 

 

8. The hon‟ble Gauhati High Court in the decided case of Golapi Bibi And Anr. 

vs State Of Assam, 2004 CriLJ 2209, (2004) { 2 GLR 338} held 

regarding section 366 A IPC in the following paras: 

 

         “  9. From a bare perusal of the section, it appears that there are 

three essential ingredients to constitute the offence of procurement 

of a minor girl under Section 366A IPC. Those are : (1) the victim 

girl must be induced by the accused ; (2) she must be a minor 

under the age of 18 years and (3) she must be induced by the 

accused person to go from a place or to do any act with intent that 

such girl may be or knowing that it is likely that, she will be, forced 

or seduced to illicit intercourse by another person. Amongst those, 

'inducement' is the basic requirement of law in a case or an offence 

under Section 366A IPC. But the word 'inducement' has not been 

defined anywhere in the Penal Code.” 

          ----------------- 

          ----------------------------- 

           ----------------------------------------------             

         13. From her evidence it is seen that there was no inducement either 

on the part of petitioner No. 1 or petitioner No. 2 to take her from 

her house. In other words, she was never enticed or persuaded to 

go to Mela. Nor did the petitioners induce her to go from any place 

or to do any act with the intent or knowledge contemplated by this 

section. As such, the primary ingredient of Section 366A IPC 

appears to be absent in the present case. 

         14. That apart, the mother of the victim girl, Musstt. Kasema Khatun, 

PW 1 in her evidence clearly stated that the petitioner No. 1 was 

known to them and on the date of occurrence she was in the 

resident and the petitioner No. 1 after taking lunch with them, left 

with her daughter to see the Mela. Therefore, it appears that the 

victim girl simply accompanied the petitioner No. 1 without being 
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enticed or influenced. Mere accompanying a person without being 

induced does not commit an offence under Section 366A IPC.” 

 

9. Again the Hon‟ble Supreme Court in  Moniram Hazarika Vs. State of 

Assam, 2004CriLJ2553{  (2004)5SCC120} while taking cue from the ratio of  

S. Varadarajan vs State Of Madras  held as follows:  

“6. As stated above, the learned counsel for the appellant 

placed strong reliance on the judgment of this Court in 

Varadarajan's case (supra). The facts of that case show that 

the minor in that case left the house of the legal guardian as 

per her own choice and not on the basis of any enticement 

or persuasion on the part of the accused. This is clear from 

the following observations of this Court in that case : 

"There is not a word in the deposition of Savitri from which 

an inference could be drawn that she left the house of K. 

Natarajan at the instance or even a suggestion of the 

appellant. In fact she candidly admits that on the morning of 

October 1st, she herself telephoned to the appellant to meet 

her in his car at a certain place, went up to that place and 

finding him waiting in the car got into that car of her own 

accord. No doubt, she says that she did not tell the appellant 

where to go and that it was the appellant himself who drove 

the car to Guindy and then to Mylapore and other places. 

Further, Savitri has stated that she had decided to marry the 

appellant. There is no suggestion that the appellant took her 

to the Sub-Registrar's office and got the agreement of 

marriage registered there (thinking that this was sufficient in 

law to make them man and wife) by force or blandishments 

or anything like that." 
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“It is on the basis of the said finding that the minor in that 

case walked out of the house of her guardian without any 

inducement from the accused, this Court came to the 

conclusion that the accused in that case was not guilty of the 

offence. It is also worthwhile to notice what this Court said 

about the act of accused in such cases which amounts to 

enticement which is found in paragraph 10 of the said 

judgment and which reads thus:- 

"It would, however, be sufficient if the prosecution establishes 

that though immediately prior to the minor leaving the father's 

protection no active part was played by the accused, he had at 

some earlier stage solicited or persuaded the minor to do so." 

(emphasis supplied) 

8. It is clear from the above observations of this Court that if 

the accused played some role at any stage by which he either 

solicited or persuaded the minor to abandon the legal 

guardianship, it would be sufficient to hold such person guilty 

of kidnapping. 

9. In the instant case, we have noticed from the evidence that 

appellant who was a regular visitor to the house of PW-1, took 

undue advantage of his friendship and persuaded the minor to 

abandon the guardianship with a promise of marriage which 

on facts of this case is sufficient to uphold the judgments of 

the courts below. 

10. We having considered two other judgments cited before 

us by the learned counsel for the appellant, are satisfied that it 

is not necessary for us to deal with the same elaborately since 

on facts of this case it is established that the appellant had 

taken the minor by enticing her and hence had committed the 

offence of kidnapping which kidnapping was for the purpose 
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of marrying the said minor. In our opinion, courts below were 

justified in convicting the appellant for an offence punishable 

under Section 366 IPC.” 

 

10. In the backdrop of the above case laws, let us examine the testimony of PWs 

to understand the crux of the present case and to examine if the offence u/s 

366 A IPC is made out against the juvenile or not. 

11. PW1 Sakina Khatun Mandal is the mother of the victim and complainant 

in this case. She deposed that her daughter and the juvenile used to study in 

the same institute and as a result they fell in love with each other. But her 

daughter did not disclose their affair to her. Then, on 2-6-14 her daughter 

and the juvenile eloped. According to PW1, her daughter had returned home 

once but again went back to him.  

12. PW2 Abdul Matleb  deposed that PW1 informed him that her daughter 

went off with a guy. He later on came to know that the victim eloped with a 

guy. 

13. PW3 Miss ‘ X’  is the victim. She deposed that she knows Mahibul for the 

last two years and she was in love with Mahibul. She deposed that on a 

certain date in June‟ 2014, she went to Mahibul‟s place but he was not 

present at home. Therefore, she went to the house of his next door 

neighbour. However, her teachers from her Academy brought her back. Later 

on, she contacted Mahibul over phone and then eloped with him after about 

three days. She stated that they stayed in his friend Saminul‟s house for one 

night and on 5-6-14 they got married by executing some court papers. Then 

their marriage was solemnised through execution of a Kabin-nama in 

presence of Moulabi. According to her, she has been leading conjugal life 

with the juvenile since then.  She categorically stated that the juvenile did not 

apply any force upon her or enticed her.  According to her, she did not 

appear in her Higher Secondary final examinations this year as she could not 

prepare well.   She stated that the juvenile never discouraged her from 

pursuing her education. From her testimony it appears she has not implicated 

the juvenile.  

javascript:fnOpenGlobalPopUp('/ba/disp.asp','16196','1');
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It is pertinent to note that both the juvenile and the victim were minors at 

the relevant time.  As it appears the juvenile eloped with the victim out of 

love and affection and they got married. The victim herself has stated that 

she was in love with him. She has testified that they are leading conjugal life 

at present, though the relationship between the two families is not cordial. 

Her testimony does not contain any inference as to „inducement‟ by the 

juvenile. She was about 16 years old at the relevant time and capable of 

knowing the true import of her actions. Hence, the ingredients of section 361 

and 366 A IPC are not attracted in this case as there is no proof of any 

inducement or force employed upon the victim.  

 

ORDER 

 

14. In view of the above discussion, we find that the juvenile cannot be held 

guilty u/s 366 A IPC in the present facts and circumstances of the case and 

as such he is acquitted. He is set at liberty forthwith. His bail bond stands 

cancelled.  

15. We have considered if the victim can be given benefit under the victim 

compensation scheme. But in the present facts and circumstances of the case 

we hold that it is not necessary. Moreover, the parents of both the parties 

have sufficient income to look after the juvenile and the victim.  

16. Given under the hand and seal of the Board on 10-3-15. 

 

  

 

S. Handique, 

Principal Magistrate, JJB, Bongaigaon 

 

 

Sri. D.C. Basak, Member, JJB, Bongaigaon 

 

 

 

Smti. R. Choudhury, Member, JJB, Bongaigaon 
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ANNEXURES 

 

EXHIBITS : NONE 

 

PROSECUTION WITNESS 

PW1.. SAKINA KHATUN MANDAL 

PW2.. ABDUL MATLEB 

PW3.. VICTIM 

 

DEFENCE WITNESS : NONE 

 


